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Why history in applied linguistics? 
How to do historical research?
What to do historical research about?

What is applied linguistics?
What is applied linguistics for? 
What do applied linguists do?











How I got interested in doing historical research (why I feel it’s 
important)

Almost 25 years of research – show and tell (15 mins.)!



History of UK ELT – beyond Palmer (10-year PhD)!

vs. method-based, progressivist ‘potted histories’ of ELT/TESOL which 
are too focused on theory, presented as universal, and over-reliant on 
existing secondary accounts

- Roots and continuity of UK ELT (e.g. Smith 2003, 2005; Hunter 2009; 
Howatt and Smith 2014) 
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History of UK ELT – beyond Palmer (10-year PhD)!

vs. method-based ‘potted histories’ of ELT/TESOL which are too focused on 
theory, presented as universal, and over-reliant on existing secondary 
accounts

- Roots and continuity of UK ELT (e.g. Smith 2003, 2005; Hunter 2009; 
Howatt and Smith 2014)

- Post-war ELT expansion via institutions (e.g. British Council, IATEFL) and 
products (e.g. coursebooks) not just export of methods (ideas)

- Alternatives to mainstream methodology (e.g. Michael West)
- Increasingly, work with historians of other language teaching traditions



e.g. history of English language education in 
different countries

ELT in Germany (in German) 

Klippel, 1994; Lehberger, 1986, 1990; and Macht, 1986, 1987, 1990. 

Recent PhDs by Doff 2002, 2008; Franz, 2005; Kolb, 2013; Ruisz, 2014

ELT in Japan (in Japanese):

Nihon eigakushi gakkai (The Historical Society of English Studies in Japan)

Nihon eigokyoikushi gakkai (The Historical Society of English Teaching in 
Japan). 

Japan (e.g. Smith with Imura 2004), India (e.g. Vennela & Smith 2018)



Also (to an extent): Attempting to establish 
historiography within applied linguistics
• not established / no clear mandate
• continuing ‘paucity of studies’ (Stern 1983)
• little reflection on method – e.g. over-reliance on other secondary 

sources /  over-literal / propagandistic / denigratory



Vs. historical research within Education and Linguistics

• relatively high status of history in these fields 
• many studies
• (relatively) ‘methodologically informed’

Cf. Konrad Koerner – ‘a scientific field reaches its maturity only by 
becoming aware of its history and by taking a serious interest in having 
it documented’



Koerner’s main early (1970s) arguments concerning ‘linguistic 
historiography’ (LH):

(1) need for more history of linguistic ideas, especially in-depth studies 
of particular aspects

(2) need for methodologically better-informed historical research 
- critical reference to primary sources
- avoidance of over-literal / ‘celebratory’ or ‘partisan’ history



A first step towards ‘applied linguistic historiography’ (ALH):

Panel Discussion on ‘Developing the history of applied linguistics’, 
Henry Sweet Society for the History of Linguistic Ideas Annual 
Symposium, University of Edinburgh, 21 September 2000

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/research/collect/elt_archive/presentations/developing_history_of_applied_linguistics/


‘Developing HoAL’ in the sense of looking further back than 1948/1957 
(beyond over-literalism) – applied linguists avant la lettre

A.P.R. Howatt on Henry Sweet
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‘Developing HoAL’ also in the sense of establishing its autonomy from HoL
(to the extent that AL is not just about ‘applying linguistics’)

- Take account of different possible conceptions of applied linguistic theory 
and research:

- Linguistics applied (Sweet -> Fries -> Edinburgh)
- Problem-centred and (to a degree) interdisciplinary (Palmer -> Widdowson)
- Study of language in use (akin to sociolinguistics)
- Educational science applied (Marcel)





Sweet (phonetics applied) vs. Palmer: 

Ce n’est pas la méthode qui nous manque; ce qui nous manque c’est la 
base même de la méthode” 
(“it is not ‘method’ that we lack; what we lack is a basis for method” 
(my translation)) (Palmer 1917: 5-6).

Principled eclecticism / ‘post-method’!



Other differences of ALH from Linguistic 
historiography

LH (Koerner): need for more history of linguistic ideas

ALH: 

1) need for more history of ‘applied linguistic ideas and 
practices’ (= HoAL) and of relatable practices (e.g. language 
learning and teaching (= HoLLT).

2) For practical relevance, not just a scholarly pursuit? 

3) consider impact of ideas/research, not just influence on other 
theorists, and consider contexts of production –>

Histories of practice, not just histories of ideas



ALH (Historiography in Applied Linguistics) 
coverage = all of this:

HoAL

History of 
other areas of 

practice 
relatable to AL

HoLLT



ALH: need for methodologically better-informed historical research 
- critical reference to primary sources, including representations of 

practice, where possible
- avoidance of anachronism and over-literalism
- avoidance of universalist / over-literal / ‘celebratory’ or ‘partisan’ 

history



Research methodology

• Be critical of existing secondary accounts
• Refer to primary sources (do ‘original’ research)
• Attempt to make only evidence-based assertions
• Explicitly state sources of evidence



Examples of primary sources

History of ideas – e.g. theoretical writings
Contextualization of ideas – e.g. written memoirs, teaching syllabuses
Policy and curriculum – government papers
Learning materials – textbooks
Teaching / Learning practices – observation reports



Research methodology (contd.)

• Situate ideas in contexts of practice
• Attempt to ascertain the impact of ideas on practice
• [Also] chart developments in practice on their own terms
• Scope available sources / seek out further relevant sources
• Immerse yourself in primary sources, and secondary sources beyond 

AL
• Triangulate by comparing and contrasting different sources



Research methodology (contd.)

• Select in a principled way from available sources
• Be aware of the limitations of primary sources

• A final, additional prospect: use of applied linguistic tools and 
procedures in the study of history (e.g. corpus-based analysis of 
journals; discourse analysis; conversation analysis)



Towards ‘HoLLT’ in its own right
• SIHFLES (Société internationale pour l'histoire du français

langue étrangère ou seconde) – 25-year history
• CIRSIL (Centro Interuniversitario di Ricerca sulla Storia

degli Insegnamenti Linguistici)
• APHELLE (Associação Portuguesa para a História do Ensino

das Línguas e Literaturas Extranjeras)
• PHG (Peeter Heynsgenootschap)
• SEHEL (Sociedad Española para la Historia de las

Enseñanzas Lingüísticas)

• Pan-European conferences: Granada (2008), Gargnano
(2011)

http://fle.asso.free.fr/sihfles/
http://www2.lingue.unibo.it/cirsil
http://www.aphelle.pt/
http://www.peeterheynsgenootschap.nl/
http://www.ugr.es/~sehel/


AHRC research network (2012-14)  – HoLLT in UK/Europe

Dec. 2012 – Nottingham workshop 
(special issue of Language and History -- 2014)

June 2013 – Warwick workshop
(special issue of Language Learning Journal – 2018)

July 2014 – Nottingham conference
(3 volumes of proceedings – 2018))





HoLLT: an emerging ‘plurilingual, multidisciplinary, intercultural field’

- Traditions in various regions
- Specificities and commonalities
- (increasingly) beyond Europe
- (increasingly) stories from below / stories of resistance vs. assumed 

acceptance of imposed ideas



http://hollt.net – founded in 2015 (AILA Research Network)

The History of Language Learning and Teaching (3 edited volumes), 2018

Bi/Multilingualism in the History of Language Learning and Teaching 
(Reading, 2018) – special issue of Language & History

Grounded Histories: Valorizing Practice in the History of Language Learning 
and Teaching (Bremen, 2019) 

Women in the History of Language Learning and Teaching (AILA Symposium, 
Groningen, 2021)

http://hollt.net/


www.hollt.net

www.helb.org.br
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Sociedade Brasileira de Cultura Inglesa São Paulo
Founded 1934

British Committee for Relations with Other 
Countries
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Teaching,
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Ann Arbor News, 
November 9, 1964

https://aadl.org/aa_news_19641109


1946 – Language Learning: a Quarterly Journal of Applied Linguistics

1957 – School of Applied Linguistics, University of Edinburgh (its first 
Director, J.C. (Ian) Catford became director of ELI, Michigan, in 1964)

1959 – Centre for Applied Linguistics, Washington, D.C.

1964 – Association Internationale de Linguistique Appliquée - AILA - founded 
in Nancy, France
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Learning, 
December 
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Language 
Learning, 
January 
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1970

Programa de Pós-Graduação em Linguística Aplicada ao Ensino de Línguas

… os ventos de inovações e mudanças que sopravam fora do Brasil, 
especialmente na Europa, eram trazidos pelos intelectuais que estudavam no 
exterior devido à ausência desses cursos no Brasil.

Em 1970 iniciava-se um processo de criação de teorias nacionais, já como
um resultado do 1° Programa de Pós-graduação em Lingüística Aplicada ao
Ensino de Línguas que era instaurado na Pontifícia Universidade Católica
(PUC) de São Paulo …   (Ribeiro, Costa & Abdalla 2007)



Language 
Learning, 
December 
1970



ELT Journal, 
December 
1970



1970

Programa de Pós-Graduação em Linguística Aplicada ao Ensino de 
Línguas

“O Programa objetivava preparar os professores de línguas para o 
magistério superior. Apesar de, nesse momento, a lingüística aplicada
ainda ser vista como uma aplicação da lingüística básica, a PUC-SP 
serviu de palco inicial de um processo mais crítico para o ensino de 
línguas e de onde, mais tarde, surgiram teóricos engajados no 
movimento comunicativo que afloraria no Brasil no fim dos anos 70.”  
(Ribeiro, Costa & Abdalla 2007)



1980s (planned 1977–1980) – Projeto Ensino de Inglês Instrumental em
Universidades Brasileiras [Brazilian National ESP Project], initially with 
British Council / KELT involvement –
aimed to improve the use of English of Brazilian researchers, science 
teachers and technicians especially with regard to reading specialist 
and technical publications

[1970–1985 – ‘Years of Innovation’ for British Council
1977 – Key English Language Teaching (KELT) Scheme founded
1978 –John Munby’s Communicative Syllabus Design (CUP)]



1970

Programa de Pós-Graduação em Linguística Aplicada ao Ensino de 
Línguas

à (1980?)

Programa de Pós-Graduação em Linguística Aplicada e Estudos da 
Linguagem



1990s – Práticas Reflexivas de Ensino-aprendizagem de Inglês na Escola 
Pública / Programa de Formação Contínua do Professor de Inglês (with 
Cultura Inglesa São Paulo)



Reconsidering applied linguistics

1980: Widdowson – linguistics applied vs. applied linguistics

1983: H.H. Stern – Fundamental Concepts in Language Teaching (1983)



What qualifies as applied linguistic research and writing?

Prof. Celani’s publications – (1) ESP (2) reflective teaching / teacher development (3) reflections on 
‘what is applied linguistics?’

What is applied linguistics for? 

Prof. Celani’s motivations/aims – improvement of (English) language teaching (Higher Education -> 
public secondary education)

What do applied linguists do? 

Prof. Celani’s activities – teaching, founding, editing, researching, writing, presenting, leading, 
inspiring, affecting



Why history in applied linguistics? 
How to do historical research?
What to do historical research about?

What is applied linguistics?
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HELT, HoAL, HoLLT

www.warwick.ac.uk/elt_archive

http://hollt.net

Richard Smith – R.C.Smith@warwick.ac.uk

http://www.warwick.ac.uk/elt_archive
http://hollt.net/

